Icon, Businesswoman,
Philanthropist—What Happens Now
to Elizabeth Taylor’s Fortune
By Matthew Crider, JD
Family Wealth Protection Attorney
The recent passing of Elizabeth Taylor has many wondering what will now happen with
Ms. Taylor’s sizeable fortune? According to this article in Forbes Ms. Taylor’s fortune
includes not only the millions she made in the Hollywood movie industry, but the even
greater amount made she made with her fragrance line.
“In her most savvy business move, Taylor licensed her name to Elizabeth Arden and
came out with several perfumes, including Passion, White Diamonds, and Black Pearls.
Her fragrances have reaped a reported $200 million in sales over the years. Perfumes
are one of the highest margin products out there, which is why celebrities love them.
Taylor was doing it before anyone.”
Furthermore, a recent article in ABC News reports that Elizabeth Arden has no plans to
discontinue the Taylor brand anytime soon. "White Diamonds remains a best seller
almost 20 years after its 1991 introduction, a testimony to her transcendent and
enduring appeal... Our best tribute to Elizabeth Taylor will be to continue the legacy of
the brands she created and loved so much."
The question now is, what will happen to this sizeable (and growing) fortune now that
Ms. Taylor has passed away? ABC News has some guesses: “On the question of what
could happen to her estate now that she has passed away, many speculate it will be
distributed to her four children and 10 grandchildren [with whom she is reported to have
been on good terms]... And Taylor most likely bequeathed a substantial amount of
money to her charitable work. Taylor was a devoted AIDS activist, helping form the
American Foundation for AIDS Research in 1985 and the Elizabeth Taylor AIDS
Foundation in 1991.”
Thus far no last will and testament has been released, which suggests that Ms. Taylor
may have had a trust, an extensive document which protects your family and assets
while remaining private. But given what we do know about Ms. Taylor, it is not
unreasonable to believe that her estate will be split between her family and her
charitable endeavors, especially the AIDS Foundations to which she gave so much in
life.
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About Matthew Crider, J.D.
Matthew Crider formed Crider Law PC in 1999 so he could help
individuals and business owners by providing creative solutions and
be their trusted advisor and legal counselor. He serves his clients
by listening closely to their goals, dreams and concerns and
working with them to develop superior and comprehensive estate
and asset protection plans. His estate planning practice focuses on
preserving and growing wealth by providing comprehensive, highly
personalized estate planning counsel to couples, families,
individuals and businesses.
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